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Composed more than 2,000 years ago, the Dao de jing (Tao Te Ching) set forth an alternative
vision of reality in a world torn apart by violence and betrayal. Second only to the Bible, this
timeless classic is one of the world's most revered inspirational books. Daoism offers a
comprehensive view of experience grounded in a full understanding of the wonders hidden in
the ordinary. Now in this luminous new translation, Chinese scholars Ames and Hall bring the
timeless wisdom of the Dao de jing into our contemporary world.

“While natural science has devised and continues to devise ever more elaborate and more
precise tools for investigation, it has left unexamined and unimproved the first and most
essential, the most ubiquitously applied, of all its tools. It has never tried to examine the nature of
thinking itself; the point at which unconscious process blossoms into, or rather ‘sets’ as,
conscious thought” ―Owen Barfield, from the forewordAbout the AuthorRudolf Steiner (1861–
1925) was born in the small village of Kraljevec, Austro-Hungarian Empire (now in Croatia),
where he grew up (see right). As a young man, he lived in Weimar and Berlin, where he became
a well-published scientific, literary, and philosophical scholar, known especially for his work with
Goethe’s scientific writings. At the beginning of the twentieth century, he began to develop his
early philosophical principles into an approach to systematic research into psychological and
spiritual phenomena. Formally beginning his spiritual teaching career under the auspices of the
Theosophical Society, Steiner came to use the term Anthroposophy (and spiritual science) for
his philosophy, spiritual research, and findings. The influence of Steiner’s multifaceted genius
has led to innovative and holistic approaches in medicine, various therapies, philosophy,
religious renewal, Waldorf education, education for special needs, threefold economics,
biodynamic agriculture, Goethean science, architecture, and the arts of drama, speech, and
eurythmy. In 1924, Rudolf Steiner founded the General Anthroposophical Society, which today
has branches throughout the world. He died in Dornach, Switzerland.Owen Barfield (1898–
1997), the British philosopher and critic, has been called the “First and Last Inkling,” because of
his influence and enduring role in the group known as the Oxford Inklings. The Inklings included
C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, and Charles Williams. It was Barfield who first advanced the ideas
about language, myth, and belief that became identified with the thinking and art of the Inklings.
He is the author of numerous books, including Poetic Diction: A Study in Meaning; Romanticism
Comes of Age; Unancestoral Voice; History in English Words; and Worlds Apart: A Dialogue of
the 1960s. His history of the evolution of human consciousness, Saving the Appearances: A
Study in Idolatry, achieved a place in the list of the “100 Best Spiritual Books of the Century.”
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Bill McCart, “Excellent historical context but translations a bit flat. The Dao, like any esoteric
writing, is inherently difficult to translate. So reading multiple translations helps reveal more of
the essence of the original text. This edition provides a history of the Dao and takes some
recently discovered translations into account. This is fascinating and a helpful context for
understanding the work as an historical work that evolved over centuries through many
contributors. To their credit, the authors treat the Dao as a serious philosophical work on par with
Western philosophy, a welcome relief from the perspective that something so short and essential
could compare with the weighty tomes of Western thought.This academic approach is helpful in
an intellectual sense but it's a bit like some literary criticism of poetry; too much explaining can
obscure the essence. The authors genuinely admire the Dao but the academic nature of the
book makes me wonder if it really touches them. Perhaps it does but they excluded that
dimension to keep to a more academic approach. In any case, this leads to translations that feel
a little flat, that don't fully capture the essence.It can be said that good poetry feels like a
transmission. When we read it, something happens in us that bypasses our analytical
processes. The essence of the poem "arrives" in us as a feeling in our deeper sense of
beingness. We may not even have an intellectual understanding of the poem, but that doesn't
matter if the poem has that transmissive quality. This is when we read poetry in our own
language. Translated poetry has to find new words to transmit the essence of the original, always
a daunting task.The same can be said of the Dao, only more strongly because the Dao is
concerned with the deepest truths about the nature of reality. So the measure of a particular
translation of the Dao, an admittedly highly subjective measure, is how well it transmits its
essence. By this measure, Ames and Hall's translation is at least adequate, though often not
inspiring. Still, for those of us who want to draw on multiple translations of the Dao, this book
should be one of them, more for its historical and textural contributions than its translations.”

An File Dubh, “Possibly the Best Translation Available in English. Having read a number of
translations of the Dao De Jing, and bearing in mind that each has its own slant, each translator
making their own choices -- I am inclined to say that this one by Ames & Hall is the best. The
main reason I say so is because of its emphasis on dao as a "way-making" process, centralizing
the relational nature of the world, the environment, the people and other beings in it, rather than
depicting "the Dao" as some sort of mystical entity (that in many translations tends to stand in for
"God" in the Western mind, and that creates the universe). Ames and Hall, instead, foreground
the open-ended nature of dao and of life itself, where all beings are participants in, as their sub-
title has it, making this life significant. I also like their in-depth discussion on the various wu-
forms (wuwei, wuxin, wushi, wuyu, etc.). For example, they define wuwei not as the usual "non-
doing," which suggests that Taoists should be passive or non-participatory, and instead translate
it as "non-coercive action," i.e. it actually is a kind of action, but the kind that is "uncompromised



by stored knowledge or ingrained habits. . . . [instead] the result of deferential responses to the
item or event in accordance with which, or in relation to which, one is acting" (p. 39). There is
also an emphasis here on connectivity and inter-relationship. As they write in their extensive
(and inspiring) introduction, "creativity is both self-creativity and co-creativity. Either everything
shares in creativity, or there is no creativity. Indeed, it is this transactional, co-creative character
of all creative processes that precludes the project of self-cultivation and self-creation from
being egoistic" (p. 17). I see that others in this review section have sometimes found the book
"too academic," but I didn't think so at all. It does help to have some knowledge of basic
philosophical concepts. I would also suggests than any book that is truly worthwhile asks us to
be active readers, and we should not expect that a text as "deep" as the Dao De Jing, which
itself utilizes a number of very specific terms and ideas, translated from an ancient language, is
going to be easy. That said, once you tune into what Ames and Hall are doing here, it is perhaps
simpler than it seems.”

CS, “An Important Philosophical Work. I have quite a few books on Daoism with at least 7
different translations of the Daodejing. So, I was hesitant to acquire yet another translation.
However, Roger Ames name kept popping up in various blogs. Ultimately, I began to feel that I
should look into his work. And I have not been disappointed.I found a short essay online and
viewed one or two online videos of his lectures. I decided to purchase this book partly because
of my lifelong interest in Daoist thought and partly because I felt Ames might have different
perspective. To be sure, this is not just another labor in translation. It goes far beyond that. Ames
approaches this translation with the depth and rigor that one might expect of a western
philosopher. This might be off-putting to some students of the Daodejing as we generally tend to
want simplicity in our translations. However, Ames does not go into this depth simply for the sake
of emulating western philosophy. What makes this work unique is the interest Ames has in
Linguistics and how language shapes and forms our world view. So, equipped with his
knowledge of language and philosophy in general he sets about translating the Daodejing.So
that the reader is prepared for the translation, the firat 50ish pages of this work are an intense
explication of certain daoist concepts introducing the unusual use of certain words and phrases
that have specific philosophical meaning that are used later in the analysis of the 81 chapters of
the Daodejing. These well developed concepts open the reader to a much broader
understanding of the passages.This book does much to bridge eastern and western thought. It
is a must read for those with more of a philosophical interest in the Daodejing.”

Big Rich, “This is the way to understand way finding.... Heavy going but well worth it. I have been
reliably informed by a western Taiji master (who studies in China) that this is one of the best
translations of the text. I also found the detailed introduction, which sets the cultural context,
most enlightening.”



edge, “A must read. Great book, very thought provoking”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Wonderful publication, service and quality.”

ann clarvis, “Book as described and delivered when expected.. Great price and good service.”

creusa, “Ottima edizione di un classico. Per chi cerca una spiegazione chiara e ben scritta di
questa opera fondamentale, questa è l'edizione migliore. L'introduzione spiega i termini-chiave
usati in modo ricorrenti nel testo. Poi c'è il testo cinese, con rimandi a note filologiche e varianti,
e la traduzione, capitolo per capitolo. Subito dopo la spiegazione di ogni aforisma. Utile e ben
fatta.”

The book by Rudolf Steiner has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 143 people have provided feedback.
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